EuroSort Single
and Twin Push Tray
Sorters
The EuroSort Push Tray sorter is designed to be the new solution to the age-old problem
of unit sorters that could sort heavy cartons but could not sort light polybags, and viseversa. The EuroSort Push Tray is capable of sorting up to 13,300 items/hour, and can
handle everything from polybags/apparel/odd-shaped items to heavy cartons at the same
time. Our award winning Twin-Push Tray Sorter nearly doubles the available throughput,
and can sort items from as small as a business card up to as large as a 50lb package on the
same sorter at the same time.

Benefits of the EuroSort Single and Twin Push Tray Sorters
- Performance - Up to 13,300 trays/hour from one induction area.
- Flexibility - The EuroSort Flex Drive system provides extreme flexibility in layouts, 		
allowing for inclines, declines, and unlimited lengths.
- Range of product - From as small as a business card up to a 50 lb package, if it fits on
the carrier, the Push Tray sorter can handle it.
- Simplicity - Simple, efficient mechanisms decrease cost and increase uptime.
- Accuracy - A patented discharge mechanism enables a discharge zone up to 2x smaller		
than comparable technology and uses a physical divert to ensure that every item
gets diverted to the correct destination regardless of shape, size, or material .

“Sports Direct operates several ecommerce websites, but have struggled to find a sorting solution that
could accomadate the variety of items that we supply to our customers. Solutions reviewed were either not
suitable for the items or simply not robust enough or fast enough for the intended worload. The Twin Push
Tray excelled on all counts. The vast majority of product comfortably fit, the system runs without outages,
and the speed of the system means that we can process all our orders to give great service to our customers.
This is a real world solution, not a dream. .“
- Tony Westwater - Sports Direct

Specifications – Single Push Tray Sorter

Specifications - Dual Split Tray Sorter

Capacity
Speed
Weight
Size
Tray Dimensions

> 9,600 trays/hour
up to 1.2 m/s
min - 0.05 kg / max - 12 kg
min - 40 x 40 x 6 / max - 590 x 600 x 400 mm
400 x 600 mm
500 x 600 mm
600 x 600 mm

Capacity
Speed
Weight
Size
Tray Dimensions

> 13,300 trays/hour
Up to 1.2 m/s
min - 0.05 kg / max - 24 kg*
min - 40 x 40 x 6 / max - 600 x 650* x 400 mm
275 x 600 mm
300 x 600 mm
325 x 600 mm

Find out more about the EuroSort Push Tray at EuroSort.com

55 New Plant Court, Owings Mills, MD 21117, United States I

www.eurosort.com

*combined

